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Ready for summer?
Summer is fast approaching, and the temperature
is rising; and with 'Freedom Day' delayed till the
end of July outdoor dining and picnicking is
expected to keep booming throughout the summer.
Due to Covid, sharing food may be a thing of the
past and consumers will most likely be reaching for
food that is easy to serve and transport, also ‘to go’
drinks for their picnics and socially distanced walks
with friends. The UK Food To Go report surmises a
31.6% increase of the market in 2021; which will lead
to consequential rise in sales in the coming months.

Sport calendar 2021
After Covid played havoc with the 2020 sporting
calendar, 2021 is rammed with big events to thrill
and entertain. Euro 2020, the Olympic and
Paralympic Games, a Lions tour of South Africa, a
Rugby League World Cup in England and cricket's
inaugural Hundred tournament are just some of

the many highlights this summer. With spirits
increasingly being lifted and as people return to
their favourite spots to watch the games, we
hope that restrictions start to ease and we return
to life as we knew it.

Dairy report
Whilst lifting restrictions will allow things to
go back to normal, there is some scepticism
around whether consumers will be confident
to go back to life as it was. However, all things
being said we don’t see much change
happening in the Dairy Market in July. Whole
Milk Powder and Skimmed Milk Powder
remained stable as did butter, which remains
high. In the UK the weak demand for cream is
thought to be due to butter stores being full
and mozzarella has also remained unchanged
into July. Manufacturers of Mild Coloured
Cheddar continue to demand a premium for
producing coloured product.

20%
OFF

75p
OFF

ThirstQuenching
Goodness
A new delicious
addition to the
Juice Burst
family….
Watermelon &
Raspberry
500ml.
No added sugar,
100% recyclable
packaging and
school
approved!
We are offering
75p off every
case delivered
throughout July.

Healthy Lifestyle Summer
Golden Acre new recipe is being
rolled out for its mixed case of
Strawberry, Raspberry and Peach &
Passion fruit flavours, available in
100g and 150g pots.
The move sees a reduction of more
than 200 tonnes of sugar across a
range of six products, which the
brand said is enough sugar to fill
more than 1,300 bath tubs.

£3.50 off every case of
Lurpak spreadable
12x250g delivered in
July

